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Executive Summary
The goal of this project was to further enhance the capabilities of the AVAST software.
The main application was extended to support multi-bistatic ray tracing analyses. The existing field point
generation methods were consolidated, new field point generation and management methods were
implemented, and all field point generation methods were made available for use with all AVAST solvers and
sonar scenarios. Options for more realistic modelling of flat panel reflection were investigated. A new, more
efficient process management algorithm was implemented in both the Windows and Linux versions of the
software. The various software components were made more stable and updated to provide the user with
better feedback.
Some areas for further study and improvement were also noted, with further study of flat panel reflection
modelling and updates to the user interface identified as requiring particular attention.
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1.

Introduction
AVAST is a software tool that provides the means to calculate acoustic Target Echo Strength (TES) using solvers
that implement the Boundary Integral Equation Method (BIEM), the Kirchhoff Method, and ray tracing.
The goal of this task was to enhance the software by implementing support for mutli-bistatic ray-tracing
analyses, consolidating and extending the field point generation and management methods, investigating ways
to improve the modelling of flat panel reflection, optimizing process management, and generally improving
the stability and usability of the software.
Details of the enhancements are provided in the following sections.
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2.

Software Changes
A number of software changes were made in order to address the requirements listed in the statement of work
[1].

2.1

Implementation of the Multi-Bistatic Ray Tracing Analysis
The aim of this task was to extend the software to allow for parallelized execution of multi-bistatic ray-tracing
analyses in the same manner as monostatic and single bistatic ray-tracing analyses.
The software was modified to separate field point generation and management from the different sonar
scenarios. The workflows for bistatic and monostatic analyses were harmonized and the new workflow for
multi-bistatic analyses was implemented.
The only remaining difference between the various sonar scenarios is how the field point data is used.
Specifically, the bistatic analysis uses the projector and receiver positions as defined on the Analysis Setup page
of the AVAST Property Data dialog; the monostatic analysis uses projector/receiver positions as defined by the
field points; and the multi-bistatic analysis uses the field points to derive all possible combinations of projector
and receiver positions.
The multi-bistatic analysis workflow is initiated by clicking the Multi BiStatic button on the Analysis Setup page
of the AVAST Property Data dialog as shown in Figure 2-1 below.

Figure 2-1: Button (bounded in red) used to launch a multi-bistatic analysis.
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As with other types of analyses, the user is given the option of running the analysis locally, in either serial or
parallel modes, or of exporting the data for external analysis. The user is also prompted to enter the name of
a .mbs file to be used to store the results table similar to one shown in Figure 2-2. For locally-run parallel
analyses and when exporting data for external analysis, the name of the user specified file is also used to form
the names of input files that are generated for each analysis step (combination of projector and receiver
positions) and for the index file that groups them together. For example, given a file called example.mbs and
two field points, the software will produce four files. One file is generated for each combination of the projector
and receiver positions, called example.mbs.1.input, example.mbs.2.input, example.mbs.3.input, and
example.mbs.4.input, and an index file is generated with the name example.mbs.index. During the course of
parallel analysis additional temporary files are generated, but they are subsequently removed by the software.

Figure 2-2: Example of a results table produced for a multi-bistatic analysis.

2.2

Improvements to the Field Point Generator
The goals of this task were to: 1) consolidate the existing field point generation capabilities, 2) add new features
to allow the user to generate field points on toroidal arcs, 3) enter field points manually, 4) import and export
field point data from and to text files, 5) copy and paste field point data from applications such as Microsoft
Excel, and 6) make all of these field point definition and management features available to the BIEM, Kirchhoff,
and ray-tracing solvers.
The existing field point generation capabilities that were identified and consolidated were for field points along
arcs, lines, and axis aligned planes. The associated user interfaces are shown in Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5
respectively.

Figure 2-3: Dialog for defining field points along arcs.
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Figure 2-4: Dialog for defining field points along lines.

Figure 2-5: Dialog for defining field points along X-Y plane (other planes similar).
Several new capabilities were also implemented. The user interface for the newly implemented capability to
define field points along toroidal arcs is shown in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6: Dialog for defining field points on a toroidal arc.
Figure 2-7 shows the user interface for manual entry of field points and for copying and pasting field point
data from text editors and Microsoft Excel as shown in Figure 2-8 and 2-9.

Figure 2-7: Dialog for manual entry and for copying and pasting of field points.

Figure 2-8: Field point data in a text editor.
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Figure 2-9: Field point data in Microsoft Excel.
Consistent support for the import and export of field point data was also implemented using a file format
that starts with a single line indicating the number of field points followed by the lines specifying the field
point coordinates as shown in Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10: Field point data file format.
Pre-existing and newly implemented field point management features are exposed through the menu shown
in Figure 2-11.

Figure 2-11: Menus for managing field point data.
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All field point management menu options become available once a model is created or loaded from a file.
Once created, the same field point definition can be used with the BIEM, Kirchhoff, and ray tracing methods.

2.3

Improvements to the Modelling of Flat Panel Reflection
The aim of this task was to investigate options for the modelling of flat panel reflection to address unrealistic
results produced using the current implementation.
The current implementation calculates TES as:
TES = 10 * log10(dr / dp) + 20 * log10(R),
Where:
dr is the density of the rays received, which is calculated as the sum of the intensities of the individual rays
received, divided by the receiver’s area,
dp is the density of the rays projected, which is calculated as the sum of the intensities of the individual rays
projected, divided by the area of the projector, and
R is the distance between the acoustic centre and the receiver.
Some potential options were discussed. The first involved the enhancement of the existing ray dispersion
function to allow for geometrically equal distribution of variable ray densities. The second involved changes to
the existing ray dispersion function to allow for constant ray intensities with a geometrically variable distribution
of rays. However, these two options were deemed as unlikely to address the unrealistic results issue.
Another potential solution involved tracking rays reflected off flat panels and applying a correction factor.
Due to lack of time and budget none of these options were pursued further.

2.4

Improvements to Process Management
In work recently completed for Task 50 of this contract [2], the Target Echo Strength (TES) ray tracing algorithm
was ported from Windows to Linux allowing it to run on DRDC-A’s High Performance Computing (HPC)
platform. The high level of parallelization afforded by this platform revealed some deficiencies in the
management of processes resulting in the locking of resources and less than optimal run times.
In the original process management approach, a set of projector/receiver position pairs was considered a job.
Each individual projector/receiver position pair was considered a task to be distribute amongst a user specified
number of subtasks, with each subtask assigned to a process. The original approach processed one
projector/receiver position at a time. The high likelihood of different computation times for each subtask
(process) meant that completed subtasks (processes) would not terminate until the completion of the longest
one. This effectively meant that processing could not move to the next projector/receiver position until this
happened.
The new approach takes a more holistic view of the work. Effectively, it creates all subtasks before any
processing starts. The algorithm makes use of the user specified number of processors. Each subtask (process)
is monitored and when it completes, it is allowed to fully terminate, and the next subtask (process) is started.
This results in theoretical runtime improvement of almost 50%.
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The difference between the allocation of processing resources is shown in Figure 2-12, illustrating a difference
in the processing time for a job consisting of two tasks broken up into 10 subtasks that are distributed amongst
5 processors.

Figure 2-12: Differences in the process management algorithms
Table 2-1 shows a comparison of actual execution times for a contrived example of a sphere of a 5 m radius
with a projector and receiver 30 meters by 30 metres using a ray spacing of 0.05 metres and for a job consisting
of four tasks executed on 5 processors.

Table 2-1: Comparison of execution times between the original and current process management
algorithms.

2.5

Improvements to Error Checking and Diagnostics
The aim of this task was to improve error checking and diagnostics to prevent improper operation of the
software and to provide better feedback regarding problems with the operation of the software.
Additional checks were added to validate command line parameters and check for the presence of the
required input data. Warning messages were added to the RayTracerDriverApp2 and RayTracerDriver
applications to alert the user of problems. Logging was added to facilitate diagnostics.
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Figure 2-13 shows a sample log file for the RayTracerDriver application.

Figure 2-13: Sample log file for the RayTracerApp application
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3.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The latest set of changes to the AVAST software have further enhanced its capabilities and performance, laying
a good foundation for future improvements.
Recommended future software development work includes further improvements to the analysis workflows,
particularly changes to data file formats aimed at reducing their complexity and duplication of data,
improvements to configurability, additional research into improving performance, a more extensive
investigation of ways to improve the modeling of flat panel reflection, simplification and modernization of the
software’s user interface, and modernization of the solvers implementing the BIEM and Kirchhoff methods.
Further study aimed at assessing the sensitivity of the ray tracing approach to factors such as projector and
receiver dimensions, ray density, transparency and the number of reflected rays is also recommended.
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Appendix A
Installation Instructions for Microsoft Windows
To install the AVAST software on a Microsoft Windows system:
1. Go to the folder containing the provided AVAST application bundle
2. Go to the folder 02_Windows

3. Copy the contents of the bin folder to a folder of your choice.
4. Go to the folder 02_Windows\redist and run vc_redist.x64.exe

5. Test the application runs by launching BEToolKit.exe
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Appendix B
Installation Instructions for Linux (CentOS 7)
To install the AVAST software on Linux (CentOS 7), copy the files RayTracerApp and RayTracerDriverApp2
found in the folder 01_Linux\bin of the provided application bundle to a location of your choice. When
complete, change the files’ permissions to allow them to execute with chmod +x.
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Appendix C
Building Instructions for Microsoft Windows
In order to build AVAST on Microsoft Windows do the following:

1. Copy the contents of the folder 02_Windows\code to a folder of your choice

2. Place a copy of the folder containing the libraries and source code for SMLib 8.4.0 beside the folders
for the AVAST applications.

3. Build one or more of the configurations of the solution BEToolKit.sln found in the folder BEToolkit
4. Build one or more of the configurations of the solution RayTracerApp.sln fund in the folder
RayTracerApp
5. Build one or more of the configurations of the solution RayTracerDriverApp.sln found in the folder
RayTracerDriverApp2
6. In order to call the applications RayTacerApp.exe and RayTracerDriverApp2.exe from BEToolKit.exe,
copy the files RayTracerApp.exe, hw_smlib_core.dll, iges_smlib.dll, NLib.dll, NMTLib.dll, and
RayTracerDriverApp2.exe corresponding to a given configuration and place them in a folder called
Applications that is in the same folder as BEToolKit.exe.

7. Ensure that the Applications folder has the following content:
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Appendix D
Building Instructions for Linux
In order to build AVAST applications RayTracerApp and RayTracerDriverApp2 on Linux (CentOS 7) do the
following:
1. Copy the contents of the folder 01_Linux to a location of your choice.
2. Ensure that a C++ compliant compiler is available. The version available with Devtoolset-7 is
recommended.
3. To build the application RayTracerApp:
a. Ensure that the folder RayTracerApp and the folder SMLib8.4.0 are side by side.
b. Enter the folder RayTracerApp
c.

Remove the file RayTracerApp, if it exists

d. Ensure that the folder objects exists and create it, if it does not
e. Remove the contents of the folder objects, if any.
f.

Run the command make -f RayTracerApp.mak

g. Check for the presence of the executable file RayTracerApp
4. To build the application RayTracerDriverApp2:
a. Enter the folder RayTracerDriverApp2
b. Remove the file RayTracerDriverApp2, if it exists
c.

Ensure that the folder objects exists and create it, if it does not

d. Remove the contents of the folder objects, if any
e. Run the command make -f RayTracerDriverApp2.mak
f.
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Check for the presence of the executable file RayTracerDriverApp2
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Appendix E
Basic Operating Instructions
1. Use the Windows version of AVAST to model the scenario to be analysed
2. Click the Bistatic (Fast), Monostatic, or Multi BiStatic button on the Analysis Setup page of the AVAST
Property Data dialog to launch one of the analyses types
3. Decide whether to run the locally or to export data for external execution
4. For locally run analyses decide whether to run the analyses serially (using legacy code) or in parallel
5. For locally run analyses specify the name of the file to store the results, run the analysis, and upon
completion, open the previously specified results file
6. For exported data specify the path for the data and the prefix to be used for the files for each step
of the analysis (projector/receiver position) and for the index file. Creating a new folder for each set
of exported data is recommended.
7. Copy the exported data files to where they are to be used.
8. On Windows run the command RayTracerDriverApp2.exe prefix.index prefix RayTracerApp.exe 0
9. On Linux run the command .\RayTracerDriverApp prefix.index .\RayTracerApp 0
•

The locations of the executables and the data files may need to be specified explicitly if not located
in the same folder
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